ABSTRACT

This research theme is “Analisis Kesalahan Penggunaan Tanda Baca dalam Karangan Deskripsi Mandarin Mahasiswa semester VI Program Studi Sastra Cina FIB USU”. The research background based on the fact that the quantity of the error analyze os using the punctuation in mandarin’s description essay. The types of error are writing of the lack of proper punctuation and the laying of the lack of proper punctuation. The aim of this research is to identify kind of uses error punction in description essay and to explore what the factors of this issues error are. Quesioner wich had given to 6th smester students of Chinese Literature is the data to analyze the research. For analyze the error uses, researcher use Qualitatif method. Then Conclution of the research shows that the error agent are: mother language factor, language target factor, teaching materials factor, and carelessness .
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